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COUNCIL DISCUSSION 

ALSA knowledge sharing sessions 

The idea of ALSA’s online knowledge sharing sessions is to get cross – pollination of ideas between your 

committee members who do not attend Council meetings – for everybody in the relevant portfolios who 

want to learn and share to come along and chat to other people in the same position. 

We’ve also invited NZLSA and AsiaLSA to some of these sessions. 

Is Council finding it valuable? There’s no reason to do it if people aren’t getting anything out of it. 

Sessions held so far: 

 The Wellness Doctrines 

 Competitions Rules 

 Health and wellbeing best practice 

 Internal advocacy 

 Careers guide/social media 

Plan going forward would run: 

 Knowledge accumulation – CS 

 Running new equity programs – CB 

 Website and online resources – CB  

 Sponsorships – AK  

SPLSS – Very valuable, but people need to attend! Is there a way that communication about them a little 

bit better, even if we make a Facebook group or something? For example, a session was cancelled last 

minute and we had no idea. 

PM – Plan is to have people register on a website for these sessions so that they’ll have a central 

location they can look to for updates. 

USC – Could we do a session on growing publications? We’ve been trying to do wellness and careers 

guides, but that means our director will only have one guide per semester, we don’t know what else 

they could be doing. 

- MS – As a starting point, maybe consider that your director should be turning out valuable, 

quality work rather than just work. 

Blackstone – Just not sure if ALSA is truly engaging the lower levels through the topics on offer. Great 

that they’re broad topics, but if you go down to the level you suggest then they have discrete 

responsibilities 



PM – Could I ask that you take it back to your committees and ask them what they want to discuss; put 

this concept to them and ask what we can give them to help. 

Curtin- Would love to see one on financial best practice. 

USC – How to run a comps “How to” session? 

UniSA – Adobeconnect sessions were great. 

Elections 

SPLSS – Interested in hearing how people run and organise their committee elections, including 

nominations, lead up, campaigns, voting – first of all, do people run online elections or physical 

elections? 

USC – We just run ours through a google doc – everyone submits their nominations and votes online.  

Wollongong – We used to have paper elections but had accusations of fraud in the past so will be online 

this year – candidates run in August and are confirmed in September. 

UNSW – Use electionbuddy – there is no campaigning, so therefore no issues in who is more resourced. 

We have a three day period for votes to be cast. 

UTS – Nominees are not allowed to mention any names in campaigning or speeches– votes are collected 

online through university’s governance unit, keeps the election online and independent. 

MULS – Ilearn blackboard is our forum and we run the election like a subject. You can add an election 

guide and other materials like class resources on there. We don’t allow campaigning outside of 

statements of nomination, as we found it caused issues with tickets. 

AP – On the issue of tickets, I think they should be banned as an access issue . Tickets are a system 

whereby groups of people run jointly, and you vote to elect all of them together as opposed to electing 

individually.  

Deakin Burwood – Do people have prerequisites for running for the committee, like being a financial 

member etc? 

- UQ – You must be a financial member to nominate and vote, but once the election is called, you 

can’t join as financial member. 

- UNSW – We do the same, so people can’t go in to stack the deck. 

PM – Does everyone elect every position at the same time? At RMIT we find it’s much easier opening 

positions separately – much better response if you’re only advertising one or two vacancies. 

FLSA – We run online elections which need student number and password – nominations are open for 

one week, we don’t allow face to face campaigning, executive candidates make a speech at the AGM 



and results are released two weeks later. We hold by-elections in April for FY reps and any unfilled 

positions. 

UTS – Generally have people run for exec who have been on before, but having a complete stranger 

might be damaging - but balance rights of people to apply and try their hand. 

SPLSS – Our exec need to have been on committee for 12 months, but at our AGM we discussed that 

requirement didn’t necessarily make you qualified to be an executive member, so it now only applies for 

Pres and VP. 

MULS – If you want to apply you have to go to the existing office holder, they have to endorse that you 

hold those skills and abilities required of the role. 

ANULSS – Technical requirements for IT officer, tickets mean we have more people running but also end 

up with more people not on LSS. We had issues with method MULS suggested when we tried it. 

MULSS – In order to combat discrimination issues we have requirements for our equity portfolio: EG 

women’s officer must identify as a woman and in only voted on by women, koorie officer is generally 

accepted to identify as member of that community even though there is no explicit requirement. We 

have a gender cap on FY reps so that there can’t be all one gender. 

Monash – What platforms do people use to hold online elections? We use electionbuddy. 

AP – electionbuddy is good because each person has an individual link to vote, so candidates can’t just 

spam people by sending Facebook messages to everyone they know saying “here, vote for me, just click 

this link”. 

Access and inclusion 

What can we as LSS’ do to help students with a disability get the support they need? 

UTS – Balance the right of interests with their right to privacy – getting people to open up to us is 

difficult so generally support is faculty based through private consultation and a plan. We wish that we 

could do more but overcoming privacy constraints is a big issue. 

SPLSS – Our uni is quite supportive of students with disabilities – students in chronic pain are supported 

through faculty providing resources, such as note takers etc. This is all done confidentially so students 

are helping each other without knowing who they’re helping. 

UQ – Would be really great if ALSA could come through with a national guide about what we as LSS/LSAs 

could do, would like to have an informed conversation about this issue. 

Blackstone – Advocacy/policy/best practice; the main issues these students face is the feeling of social 

exclusion and the inability to feel comfortable discussing it – the stigma discussion is something that 

happens and it would be nice to do more. 



USC – Advocating for all law students, upsetting to hear that there are persons with disabling conditions 

who are too afraid to talk about it, having altered exam conditions are things that could and should be 

addressed, what can we do to encourage people to come forward? 

Blackstone – Having a “disability officer” etc. makes students feel like an “other” – UWA is using the 

“lived experience project” – those with a condition, a carer, etc, can come forward and educate the 

university. They run talks for people to get up and discuss to educate students about it – it is an opt in 

thing, doing something within the LSS is a good start, could even do “lived experience outside of law” 

rather than just talking about disability – whether you have 5 or 50 students you could and should be 

doing something. 

RMIT – We have a program called the “people library” – people with different viewpoints, religion, 

gender, LGBT, disability can be “borrowed” for 10 minutes to have a chat. Programs like this might assist 

in breaking down barriers. 

ABR – ALSA could look at advocating to a certain level of flexibility for better learning conditions, these 

reasonable adjustments aren’t a huge ask. We also might be able to look at helping people add an 

access and inclusion officer to their portfolios so that we can start to break down the stigma – could 

start at an ALSA level to start passing down. 

USC – Lots of LSS have wellness officers, might be able to include this in their portfolio. 

QUTLS – Is this more about helping them, or helping to find the things they need? Is this us wanting to 

help them ourselves, or about giving them the tools to help themselves? 

- Blackstone – Both, point them to access, and help them by talking about it and reducing stigma. 

UTS – Sometimes we need to accept the ignorance we have on these issues – we recently met with our 

uni’s queer collective because we recognised that there we are not equipped and don’t have the 

personal experience to be sensitive to all of the issues that are at play when advocating for groups. Once 

you recognise that you can use resources to your advantage. 

Blackstone – We know we’re not a service provider, but peak student body. The fact is that things that 

we don’t even consider as potential issues might be huge for these students, so it’s about asking what 

we can do with minimal effort and maximum impact. 

ABR – ALSA could help coordinate a more cohesive approach to breaking down stigma, would love to get 

as many resources as possible – will come up with a proposal at the AGM. 

Blackstone – Like anyone, students with a disability don’t want to just be their own little segment of the 

law school. Inclusion should be the end goal.  

Accessibility and Disability in Law School Competitions Breakout – Christian Slattery and Robert 

Peschel  



This session is aimed at sparking discussion about how we as LSS/LSA’s can get started in engaging and 

including students with a disability. 

Competitions are an intrinsic part of the law school experience and it puts students with a disability at a 

disadvantage when they are not able to compete with their peers. 

Under the medical model of disability, people tend to see the disability first, and make assumptions 

about that person based on this – see disability on top of person. 

Under the social model of disability, the theory is that it is society that disables disabled people through 

judgements and assumptions. If we see the person on top of the disability, we start to see their private 

reality – “how you view me is not how I view myself”. 

In competitions, consultation is the key to improvement – alternate pathways should be offered to allow 

students with a disability the same opportunities as other students to compete. 

Future practitioners will engage with people with a range of disabilities, so it’s of benefit to all students 

to learn some disability confidence at this stage of their careers. 

There are always going to be issues of bias and assumptions of lesser skills on. Robert applied to judge a 

moot and was rejected because “being deaf, how could you handle it?”  

Robert’s response was “I’ve just come back from the Jessup moot, where I had 3 people questioning me 

at once - I’m sure I can handle one person speaking!” 

Some discrimination is not based on malice but ignorance.  

Rule changes are a practical solution. Judges could offer extra time to allow a student to verbalise their 

argument. It is noted that this could lead to resentment from opposing team as it may be construed as 

an advantage. There needs to be communication that this, and any other reasonable adjustment, is 

merely to make things equitable. 

Model form for rule change should always include notifying the opposing team of disability 

modifications. 

Awareness programs in LSS/LSAs are another possible solution – these are already common practice in 

the corporate world.  

Law school is a unique, once in a lifetime experience, and there are many disabled persons practicing 

today. Comps are a hugely valuable practical part of the law student experience, and disadvantaging 

these students is not only highly unfair, but also plainly unnecessary. 

ANULSS – What sort of potential rule adjustments could we make to competitions? 

- RP - Find out the nature of the disability and then examine the model of that competition – look 

for reasonable adjustments and consult, then notify the other team. You may need to be a little 

bit creative – just ask and consider 



- CS – There are a range of disabilities, so that can’t be encompassed by blanket rules. They are 

necessarily discretionary – model provision to include in competition rules – this comes back to 

privacy discussions, but on the balance it’s necessary to discuss with comps officers. 

Blackstone – Like the model set of rules, the challenge is conveying that this isn’t a disadvantage, it’s an 

equaliser – educate the students and give them enough notice that they may be against a person with a 

disability to prevent backlash. 

SPLSS – Are there any programs and adaptions in the legal workforce which could translate to other 

programs in law school? 

- RP – Assistive technology such as a Dictaphone, magnifiers etc. 

USC – What do we do once we send teams outside the university – do larger intervarsity programs have 

these provisions in place? 

- CS – The onus is on law schools and organisers to adopt these provisions – we can advise and 

encourage but not proscribe. 

RMIT – If societies are not doing this and asking these organisers how they’re going to accommodate, 

they won’t do it, and if ALSA don’t advocate from the top down then they won’t see any change. 

ANULSS – How do you see us fitting into this space - what is the best way for us to get the ball rolling? 

- RP - Even things as basic as encouragement – if people are shown that they will be included they 

may feel more confident. 

- CS – A whole lot of things to consider, requires holistic thinking – a start has been made and 

that’s great, but there’s still a long way to go. 

NDSLS – We could all pitch to our comps people to at least include in bylaws, and liaise with existing 

disability services within the university to try to make it happen. 

MacKillop – We do know how many students have identified as having a disability, not their names but 

we have figures. There is going to have to be an onus on people coming to the society – is there any 

suggestion for what we can do now so that in future years the committee can help more? 

- RP - Advertising people with a disability competing at a national level  

- Engagement - make sure that people are aware and that you can make it available to them 

o People worry that they may seem less competent 

- CS – Advise to send though to competitions officers, any other officers who it may be relevant 

to, and hopefully this is an ongoing discussion over the next few years 

-  

Xero Accounting Breakout – James Zhao 

Notes by Jacinta Kenward 



 Xero was integrated into ALSA as a risk initiative 

 Prior to Xero it was just an excel spread sheet  

 Suggested by ALSA’s accountant  

 Operates in the cloud 

 Connects with bank account 

 Automatic update 

 Mobile app too 

 Send invoices to clients  

 Connects with other programs (i.e. POS) 

 If you have an exec of 5- you could give access to all members 

 Westpac updates Xero (you can see a payment on there instead of going through Xero) 

 You can upload the file to the bill 

 Previously James would log onto Westpac and manually enter it in each month 

 You can send of emails from Xero 

 It says who has made changes- it says what time and what they did 

 It generates a balance sheet  

 Easy to learn  

 Will is not doing an accounting- he picked it up real quick 

 How easy is it to import current details?  

 You cant- so maybe do it on Jan or July for consistency  

 Actually you can- just quiet difficult  

 My ob to spread sheet- spread sheet to Xero 

 So much help online 

 Treasurer quit unexpectedly and they were able to fix it easily  
Are there others out there? 

It does cost- between $25-$50 depending on the size of LSS. 

QuickBooks vs. Xero 

Can attach reimbursement forms to the transaction.  

Equity and Best Practice Breakout – Albert Patajo and Melbourne University Law Students’ Society  

AP –Melbourne has an amazing equity portfolio, which is why we’ve asked them to lead this session and 

start by telling us a bit about the structure of their equity portfolio. 

Mark, MULSS – Our equity portfolio has 11 positions: 

- 2 Equality officers;  

- 2 Women’s officers; 

- 2 Queer officers; 

- International students officer;  

- 2 Environmental officers; 

- 2 appointed positions; 

o Co-op Officer and Indigenous Officer 



Equality officers theoretically cover any students who fall in the gaps in demographics, ie students with a 

disability. 

We have schemes to assist students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, like full textbook re-

imbursements, advocacy and access programs. 

Women’s officers – must identify as, and be elected by, women. Each year they run several events like a 

“Women at the Bar” lecture, Women in Law breakfast, Women Careers Panel. 

Queer officers –Open to queer persons and allies alike. Run careers panels and invite members of the 

queer community from firms, HR managers and have a fun networking night – marketed as being the 

night you’ll get “honest advice” about what it’s like in the industry at the moment. There are two major 

behind the scenes advocacy issues that the queer officers have been looking at re: transgender 

inclusion: 

- Lack of uniformity in gendered pronoun usage 

- Bathrooms in line with transgender Victoria’s best practice guidelines ie single user stalls 

We’re also looking at how we treat students who fail – at this stage if a student fails, they have to come 

to a faculty progress report, which is detrimental for students who fail due to anxiety etc. Melbourne 

currently has a bad culture about discussing failure – we think that having a discussion from students 

who have failed, to talk about cultural wellbeing and destigmatise failure, holding a “Fail day” –  getting 

a discussion going, can only have a positive effect. 

Environmental officers – This year are undertaking an air quality study as a wellbeing measure. 

We also try to discuss the disparity in wealth at law school – people who sign up for textbook 

reimbursement also getting discounted tickets etc to try to facilitate inclusion and address the inequity. 

TULS – How do you instigate the “failure day”? 

- Suggestion to find a “faculty champion” – find someone on the faculty who advocates and helps 

you drive it or give you a voice – market it to your lecturers. 

- What proportion of the day is phrased as wellbeing? 

o 100% - not about the marks, the clerkships, and how to “fix” it, more that failing is ok 

UNSW – What process do you use for equity grants? We run them but do not a lot of applications 

because people are too proud, and no matter how hard you try it can’t be completely anonymous. 

- Goes through Book Fairy, our established textbook reimbursement program 

- People are a bit more comfortable due to the nature of our law school 

- No perfect solution – you can minimise information that gets provided and released though 

- Offer some subsidised tickets – even if there’s no takeup, the gesture is important 

USC – Opening up conversations – are there any other activities? Is there something a little bit fun? 



- Will definitely try to run activities simultaneously but still researching as this is the first time 

anyone in Australia has done it – once we’ve given it a go we can re-evaluate. 

SPLSS – Who said there was a wellbeing officer on their faculty? 

- UQ – That was us – our wellbeing portfolio was so huge the faculty took over it. 

AP – How do you decide who gets what in the Book Fairy program?  

- Get a pretty good idea from the form of who needs what – you have a pretty good chance of 

getting something. 

USC – How do you ensure that the “culture of failure” doesn’t get used as an excuse for students not to 

do their best? 

- Stress and fear can lead to poor marks, but it’s been shown that a relaxed culture can lead to 

positive change 

ANULSS –Could you tell us more about the role of Environmental Officers? 

- Self governing – nothing they HAVE to do and nothing set in stone, they can choose what to 

pursue 

- They do advocacy, run panels ie careers in environmental law 

- Took over merchandising to ensure all merchandise was fair trade and eco friendly 

- Air quality study – plants in lecture theatre came from another student who happened to be 

running a study so they collaborated 

- Just have to express to students that if they come up with unique and good ideas, there is 

money in the budget to contribute to it 

- Ride to uni breakfast – eco friendly breakfast, mechanic fixed people’s bikes – small events like 

that to encourage environmentally conscious options 

UTS – Surprising the things that faculties don’t do within this space – we’re in good financial positions 

but if we all disappeared then they’d stop. Should we be discussing this with our faculties to help fund or 

help run - what would be lost if we stopped existing? 

USQ – Through our university we were able to get allied training for members of society – might be an 

option for people who don’t have a large enough LSA to have a queer officer. 

SPLSS – Students gave feedback that even in a conservative uni, the small things make a difference for 

people, like not using gendered language. 

MacKillop – Our uni is Catholic and publicly funded, whereas Notre Dame is Catholic and private. Our 

queer collective “Queer+” were disbanded asked to move off campus because “pissing off the Church” 

would be bad for the uni. They would rather no publicity even than good publicity, so when a local 

politician and gay rights activist was willing to make a statement at the university about it then things 

got moving pretty quickly. 



Wollongong – There are safe spaces on campus but when they redid the university they were moved to 

a horrible building, there was a sit in and things got crazy – don’t take a soft approach to this sort of 

thing. 

USQ – Uni has flags flying for overseas students, asked to fly the rainbow flag and were told no, Kirby 

visited and then contacted the uni to voice disapproval of this. He’s quite vocal on these issues if you 

take the time to ask for his help. 

Online Publications and Marketing – Lachlan Robb and Nicholas Brewer  

Notes by Jacinta Kenward 

 Identify the marketing channels that you have (what they are and how many you have) 

 What is going through those channels is relevant and not the same through each channel 

 Different interaction through each of those channels 

 Started a newsletter so they could incorporate blogs etc. (Elle) 

 The faculty and alumni write and read the newsletter 

 Interactive calendar 

 1 for 1 engagement  

 If you post something for them they will post something for you 

 Beyond law is big on this 

 They will send you free USBs etc. 

 Everyone on the society must like the Facebook posts 

 Facebook has statistics- there is an algorithm 

 Always use a picture 

 Google picture dimensions for Facebook 

 First year engagement is the best 

 By having memberships before food, people see a line and follow the line 

 Organic (meme- blend in with everyone else) and non-organic marketing (stand out) 

 Have a balance in both 

 Memes actually make you more approachable  

 Lead generation 

 Specifically, target 

 Squeeze page 

 Policies for marketing 

 Note taking companies- don’t do it  

 Steer clear of political issues  

 If you’re arguing about it- don’t post it 

 Anything about committee members/lecturers don’t post  

 You can have forbidden words 

 You can have post must be pre approved  

 Try to avoid last minute  

 Marketing request forms  

 Don’t take bait  
 



COUNCIL DISCUSSION 

International relations 

PM has been having discussions with NZLSA and AsiaLSA re: 

- NZLSA and AsiaLSA invited to knowledge sharing sessions 

- Reciprocal rights in each other’s newsletters 

Wanted to get Council’s feedback on progressing with these ideas. Council broadly supportive of these 

inclusions. 

Via Legaler, three out of four members of their exec meet with ALSA every couple of months. There are 

lots of trans-Tasman business associations, Australia-China, international business associations. If 

Council is supportive, ALSA could look to these associations to get funding to send people to each 

other’s conferences and competitions – nil objections if it self-funds. 

Online meetings with Europe LSA – AsiaLSA to facilitate introductions – it costs quite a bit of money but 

we think it’s worth it to send someone if they’re already there. MS will already be in Europe on 

exchange, so it will cost much less for ALSA to pay for him to take a short flight to the ELSA council. Nil 

objections. 

Aboriginal law student associations 

PM has contacted Tawiri, an association affiliated with LIV, in regards to assisting us with indigenous 

representation. Unsure if there are any others like it around Australia, but are people happy for ALSA to 

extend an invitation to Tawiri to come to Council meetings have observer status and not vote, but to 

attend? Nil objections. 

Committee reports – Q and A 

Council were offered the chance to ask any questions they had for the ALSA Committee based on their 

reports. 

Murdoch – The sponsorship report noted that we lost 8 sponsors due to the email blackout – was that 

really the issue that cost us 8 sponsors or was it the location? 

- PM – We had already lost 3 or 4 for the location, but the email outage contributed to it 

- Murdoch - Was nobody following up through personal means? 

- PM - Not sure, there were other means of communication tried but it became difficult to 

monitor. 

 

Alumni and Scholarships Officer 



Please everyone join the ALSA alumni database. It’s not a spammy database, just a way to keep in touch 

with our former Councillors and find out what they’re up to. 

Equity scholarship, community involvement scholarship, competitions scholarship are being worked on 

at the moment. 

Proposal to remove the competitions scholarship as it might be unfair for ALSA to give money to comps 

teams. ES would rather give that money to equity and community involvement scholarships. Would 

rather give larger more meaningful contributions, eg 3 of $500 each, than several smaller scholarships. 

Would like an indication from Council if we can proceed with scholarship program on this basis? 

GULS – What are the community involvement scholarships? 

- ES – Where there is demonstrated commitment to serving their community 

Griffith GC – Where do we find applications? 

- ES – They are not open yet, proposed open late July, and in late August the scholarship 

committee make shortlist from applications and then discuss [Note: Scholarship Committee 

consists of ALSA ASO, VPF and IPP] 

Proposal to amend Equity and Scholarships bylaw to remove 7.2 (competitions) and change value of 7.1 

and 7.3 to $500 each. Nil objection. 

Open floor – what topics would Council like to see discussed in later Council discussion sessions or at 

September Council 

UTS – Discuss the problems faced by ACU 

USQ – Online/external engagement 

Burwood – Affiliation fee structures of ALSA for 2017  

Same Size LSS Breakout Session 

Large – Alex Bell-Rowe 

MULS – We’re having issues with competitions judging – judges are becoming fewer and fewer, difficulty 

securing long term relationships with judges.  

Deakin Burwood – Who are you sourcing? 

o MULS – Anyone available with the skills – we’ve had to resort to taking currently 

studying students – prefer to use professionals or alumni 



UQ – Reimbursement scheme – if they do more than 10 hours per week for judging, get paid a set 

amount from LSS comps budget. Lowered standards – if you’ve broken, you can judge. How to judge 

session– new competitors and new judges do a mock comp together to learn. 

MULSS – We use students and professional practitioners – balance between bias and logistics – if your 

organisers are canny enough to choose students without obvious bias issues. Expectation shouldn’t be 

that a student competition be judged by professionals – people who have competed in the competition 

in the past should be sufficient. No training provided, really good return rate of people in 2nd and 3rd 

year coming back to compete or judge. 

ANULSS – Don’t be afraid of student judges, less of an issue of bias but more of competency. The issue 

with using practitioners is handover – if you don’t pass on the handover details it can become very 

difficult. Judge experience is paramount. 

UTS – Student judges are very keen to get on board, we do conflict searches to make sure they aren’t 

judging their friends etc. 

Monash – Do people have a judges’ liaison – last year we implemented a person with the sole role of 

securing judges. Thinking of unofficial subcommittee to create group of past competitors/etc who might 

be able to judge last minute. 

Blackstone – Out external judges can use the experience to get CPD/CLE points, which is helpful to 

secure them and build a long term relationship – part of sponsorship agreement, we’re providing benefit 

to firms.  To do this we contacted the Law Society of WA, then specifically amended bylaws to allow 

judging to offer CPD/CLE points. 

UQ – Why a judging liaison officer as opposed to responsibility of comps officer? 

- Monash - Avoids hiccups by being the only point of reference, avoids confusion, don’t have to 

contact judges directly. 

MULS – Distance from city is a factor, does anyone have any suggestions? 

o UNSW – Offer the opportunity to hold the comp in the city? 

Deakin Burwood – How big is your team and how do you delegate? 

- MULSS – Very large comps team – Each main open competition had 2 officers dedicated – the 

comps run throughout the year – officers weren’t on committee, were part of a subcommittee 

- UQ – 3 plus a VP  

- Monash – one per comp 

ANU – Who do you get to be clients/witness? 

- MULSS – Independent clients, but in WitEx competitors enter as a pair, one is the witness and 

the other the examiner. 



Deakin Burwood – How long before the comp does your question come out? 

- ANULSS – 2 weeks 

- Monash – For first year comps 5 or 6 days 

COUNCIL DISCUSSION 

Lectures vs Tutorials 

Lots of law schools are seeing a move away from tutorials to “seminars”, even though feedback from 

students is that they prefer tutes. 

MULSS – We only have seminars, not really tutes – similar to a lecture but a little bit smaller. They feel 

quite small and intimate, and I personally prefer the seminar model. 

Deakin Burwood – Tutorials are cut after second year, feedback from students is that they much prefer 

the tutorials – the fee for the unit is the same but the learning opportunity is lesser 

- Feedback from hiring managers is that they prefer people to have that experience 

- Implication that there is some piece of research or something that Deans have seen if they’re all 

making this change 

ANULSS – Cutting tutorials altogether has to be a resource thing – it’s more economical. 

Deakin Burwood – There’s been a change of scene in Australia where education has become 

commercialised, it’s a business not a learning institution anymore. 

Blackstone – There’s research to suggest better learning from interactivity etc. Instead of doing a lecture 

slide, making a problem video. Move away from being lectured at, showing the faculty the research that 

supports this position might be beneficial – these “lectorial” classes are not redundant – How do we 

balance the cost component? 

CS – Is this something that ALSA should/could advocate on? 

- ANULSS – ALSA style is more nuanced. Have heard that there are differences in viewpoints, and 

if ALSA advocates then there might be issues in alienating some affiliates 

- Deakin Burwood – Maybe ALSA could do something more in the soft advocacy space, talking 

about what we value as law students – again it isn’t going to directly fix the problem but could 

guide in the right direction 

- UQ – Our education team compiled report about restructure – “if you have to make changes, 

here’s what your students are saying about it” – public unveiling of survey 

- UTS – Couldn’t we be putting this stuff on the ALSA Knowledge Sharing Space 

- Deakin Burwood – really think that ALSA should be providing report templates for advocacy  

- Deakin Burwood – There should be a formal forum on the ALSA website – each society has a 

login and can use it as a forum to help each other, like whirlpool etc. 



- UNSW – this would be really useful in shaping issues for Council too, if there are issues we can’t 

get moving then they can go onto the Council agenda 

Disciplinary procedures 

Deakin Burwood – What are people’s disciplinary procedures? Ours go from 0 – 100 very fast – either 

they are an ineffective slap on the wrist response, or a full on arbitration before a panel including the 

IPP. 

UTS – President’s own prerogative to choose the procedures, and then the constitutional vote of no 

confidence. 

MULS – Focus internally rather than university procedures.  

Deakin Burwood – Do you have issues with the informality of the procedures? What if the position you 

lose had a particular skill that you then need to fill? 

Resource allocation – committee members to events 

How many people usually get allocated to an event? 

UNSW – Volunteer pool called on when needed – not committee members, just helpers. 

Deakin Burwood – We’ll have several people work on the event and then call on the other committee 

members as well – great to help but everyone has their own projects to work on 

MULS – Issues with volunteers – sometimes they are keen for a week then drop off the face of the Earth. 

It can be touch and go trying to rely on them. 

UTS – I agree it’s a grey area – they haven’t really signed up to responsibilities of a committee member 

so they don’t feel obliged to help. 

Blackstone – As Presidents you just have to be okay with delegations and not micromanaging. 

Deakin Burwood – Who “cracks the whip” when it needs to be done? 

UNSW – Reporting lines are best way to do it in an informal way – when formal procedures are enacted 

it can burn bridges. 

MULS – Within clerkship fairs etc, how many people do you have organising the event and getting 

people working on it?  

- Deakin Burwood – President meets with sponsors re: fair, brief then given to Careers director, 

who runs the event based on the brief from the sponsor 

o Finance doesn’t get involved until things need to be paid for 

o Sponsorship and finance is split – the person who brings in the money is not the person 

spending the money 



o The person in the meeting is the person running the event – fewer issues in the briefing 

process 

- ANULSS – Meet with firms and then tiers of sponsors have different direct contacts to minimise 

contact with people the firms don’t know  

- Monash – copied the Melb careers model of having non-commercial separated from commercial 

What is our vision of ALSA – what should ALSA be doing and giving back to you? 

- ACU issues – ALSA should step in 

o ALSA could meet with the College of Law Deans and call out ACU dean 

o Deakin Burwood – ALSA could contact ACU and find out why the situation is the way it is  

o Monash – at ALSA we are individuals and we personally want to act but it can be difficult 

to get this to translate back to the committee 

University of Sydney  – Should PM be putting feeler out to USyd to see if they want to come back and 

reaffiliate, given that the grounds for their disaffiliation are no longer an issue? 

UNSW – There isn’t an impression that they want to collaborate within the state based system, probably 

won’t take the offer up 

PM – Regardless of whether they’d like to, should we reach out? 

ANULSS – Can we really show to them that anything has changed? If their reasons for leaving haven’t 

been addressed is there really a point? 

SF – Representations from Councillors that they get a lot out of it, even if you feel your LSA isn’t getting 

a huge amount out of it, they’re putting so much back into it and helping law students around Australia 

UQ – It’s really hard to convey to the committee what the value of council is 

Monash – Had considered disaffiliation in the past before attending Council and seeing value first hand. 

NZLSA Presentation – Geordie Johnson 

NZLSA is the peak representative body representing all law students in NZ, including those undertaking 

PLT.  

 Represents 6 law schools, around 5000 law students 

 6 Councillors and 39 competitors to ALSA conference 

 Previous historical understanding – VP of NZ on ALSA until 1997 great divide MOU 

 Sponsorship for comps is organised by Pres NZLSA 

 Four meetings a year 

 Roughly 18 councillors 

 Council of Legal Education representatives serving 3 year terms – role to advocate is in statute 

 Pres meets with Law school Deans to discuss law school issues 



Key Issues in NZ 

 Sponsorship – focus and demands of firms shifting to younger students 

 Mental health – attempting to get Deans to get more insight, create best practice guides 

 Retaining institutional knowledge, handovers etc 

 Defining the role of NZLSA – should they be directly involved with students or have more of an 

overseer role? 

COUNCIL DISCUSSION 

Structure of LSS/LSAs 

*DISCLAIMER – THIS IS NOT LEGAL OR FINANCIAL ADVICE, NOR SHOULD IT BE CONSTRUED AS SUCH. 

THIS IS A GENERAL GUIDE TO THE OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO LSS/LSAS IN AUSTRALIA. AFFILIATES SHOULD 

CONSIDER THEIR INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND SEEK INDIVIDUALISED ADVICE BEFORE MAKING 

ANY DECISIONS REGARDING LEGAL STRUCTURE* 

Unincorporated association 

Lacks legal personality 

Might be an affiliate, might exist as part of faculty, but not your own agency 

Can’t enter into contracts as an entity, must enter individually – this is why ALSA is set up the way it is 

Difficult to get insurance as an unincorporated association so be diligent in checking what you’re 

covered for and what you’re not 

Incorporated association 

All states have different rules and requirements but are broadly the same except for finer details 

Have legal personality, can enter into agreements 

Check what your student union’s position is on it, they may or may not allow you to affiliate 

You can and SHOULD get your own insurance, you need to investivate what impact incorporation will 

have on your insurance situation 

You might want to check whether people in different states can be in certain positions 

Company limited by guarantee 

Legal personality 

Check out your not for profit status 

Can be registered through ASIC or ACNC 



Reporting obligations more onerous – certain income levels need a review or an audit – review is 

“everything seems to be in order” and more of a general look at everything, but an audit is “everything 

is true and correct”, involves a higher level of scrutineering 

Can and SHOULD get insurance 

May have a difficulty affiliating with your student association 

Resources 

ATO website – choosing a legal structure 

ACNC – reporting obligations 

ASIC – reporting obligations 

This is a huge exercise and should not be undertaken lightly, but hopefully you’ll only ever have to do it 

once. 

MULS – Currently in between a bit of a rock and a hard place, uni is unwilling to give freedom to 

incorporate, but not willing to protect people individually through University insurance policy. 

RMIT – If affiliated at RMIT, cannot be an incorporated association – we remind executive that they are 

personally liable but also covered by uni insurance. 

Blackstone – We have two different organisational structures with same leadership, same structure and 

objectives – one a subsidiary of the university association and one a separate incorporated association – 

received individual advice to not formally link the two by referring in Constitution – ie law ball is run by 

student affiliated body, but contracted though incorporated association and then deed of arrangement 

between the two . This is categorically not an arrangement to limit liability but to prevent university 

control on assets. 

AP – Wasn’t there past issues with ALSA having two separate entities (conference and main)? 

- PM – Risk review noted that because exec teams were so similar it would be difficult to say that 

ALSA main was not directly liable for debts of ALSA conference 

External students 

What can we do to help students who are not based on or around campus? 

PM – UNE do great things through merchandising on their website – that’s a good way because they 

order, they wear, they put stuff on social media. 

RMIT – Paper essay competition judged by IPP and two faculty members – people already had done the 

essays for class so they just provided them and a winner was chosen. 



PM – ALSA runs a national essay competition – had an RMIT competition where they submitted the top 

5 papers from essay comp to ALSA national essay comp. 

ACU Issues 

Is it appropriate for ALSA to intervene between LSAs and Unis on an individual basis? 

UTS – They have previously reached out and received little back, understand ALSA is reluctant to delve 

into university issues but don’t think they should be. There has been great assistance from ALSA in form 

of AK advocating on behalf of NSW students – found it extremely influential – didn’t affect national 

students but a few societies – came to a general consensus that this is something that ALSA should act 

on behalf of. Would like to think that if this was the case at my uni then ALSA would support our LSA. 

MacKillop – Second year of the program were approached by Dean to start LSS – over last 12 – 18 

months has been a pushback from the university on anything the LSS do – changed rules to prevent 

external sponsorship – have been told that their sponsor is ACU and if they want money to go to them. 

Introduced requests for SAF funding – law ball was cancelled due to red tape – entire experience 

between university and society is difficult – created division between two societies because they appear 

to be a little more lenient with Melbourne – won’t give money and won’t answer emails, have been 

having to use personal funds to keep LSS running. 

SPLSS – Have a relatively good relationship with faculty and university – all done though student success 

– had both started applying for sponsorship at the same time, there are really good things being helped 

out, but there’s a lack of communication – we push and push and push and try to explain and either get 

no response or a no, tread lightly and don’t want to tarnish the reputation, don’t have credibility, need 

someone to step in and say “this is what everyone else is doing, and you’re setting your students up to 

fail” – how are students expected to get jobs – first graduates are only finishing this year so the Uni 

don’t comprehend this – unacceptable that their students are not receiving the same opportunities as 

other students –  

SPLSS – Sponsorship disparity - find it unacceptable that they receive supports that the other campus 

don’t, there is no communication, may not be able to provide insurance etc if there isn’t any relationship 

with the faculty. 

MacKillop – believe it’s a holistic thing – just not being given the same opportunities the LSSs get in 

managing relationships and generating income – maybe ALSA stepping in might give the faculty some 

understanding and appreciation of the issue. 

GN – The idea that this advocacy might not make a difference shouldn’t deter us, doing anything and 

failing is better than nothing. 

USQ – If they don’t want you to have sponsorship, could they hold it on trust for you? 

- MacKillop – every suggestion on sponsorship has already been made, we’re more looking for 

support from ALSA now. 



USC – Echoing what’s already been said – ALSA should help 

Deakin Burwood – Would be keen to see an official response, no matter what action gets taken the uni 

should have the opportunity to respond so that we can see what they’re doing 

- SPLSS – Any evidence they can provide is better than what we currently have. 

AP – Strongly support ALSA supporting ACU – inaction implies acquiescence. 

Newcastle – If this isn’t our job then why are we here? They’re doing whatever they can, they wouldn’t 

be here otherwise. 

RMIT – Have you tried doing this on your state level? 

- Only through SCLSS, ALSA has a level of independence we don’t have 

LR – What stance will this take? 

Monash – Reiterate that this is such a bad situation, can’t even leave and incorporate, so ALSA really 

should act. 

Deakin Geelong – It’s one thing to give money but the fact that you’ve given personal money is above 

and beyond – what are ALSA to do and how much do the students know? 

- Members are very well aware, clubs and societies are otherwise aware – rugby were allowed to 

raise because they’re sport 

- Would first of all get the support of the room to get something started, then work individually 

with Paul and Alex to decide on individual approach 

- Maybe submit some kind of paper to submit when we sit down? 

Show of hands vote: Council is happy for ALSA to take action on the ACU issue in the following ways: 

Taking action and advocating: All in favour 

Writing a letter: All in Favour 

Meeting: All in Favour 

Media: Fewer than half in favour 

Affiliation fees for ALSA 

Boutique $250 

Mid $400 

Large $600 

Roughly $10k per year. At that amount, ALSA can exist – this is why we keep them at the level they are 



UNSW – Don’t LSS/LSA’s have to affiliate to send competitors? 

- Only international and Swinburne can send competitors without affiliation 

- This is a one-time thing this year, and only because Swinburne only just started 

Deakin Burwood – Looking at the Profit and Loss statement, in some instances ALSA just broke even 

- JZ – Were expecting a large sponsorship base, only got about half but that’s normal for ALSA – 

with affiliation fees, that’s our normal revenue for the year 

- PM – in 2014-15, we collected profits by winding up  4 old conferences – that profit was 

anomalous and won’t be repeated 

- JZ – don’t have a huge profit margin just because of Conference 2017  deposit 

- Had envisaged a larger profit but that didn’t happen 

Sponsorship Breakout Session – Paul Melican 

Step 1 – Have a prospectus 

Don’t be afraid of having multiples for different sponsors (ie firms, PLT) 

Lots of pictures, and large text – make it easy to read and pretty to look at. 

RMIT – Online prospectus so even if not read physically, it’s still available to be sent and viewed. 

FLSA – How long are prospectuses? 

- PM – RMIT 8 a5, ALSA 16 a5 

- UNSW – 24 a4 

UNSW – Tailor it to the firm, cover letter is the “presidents’ welcome” and is personalised to each firm. 

Monash – Social prospectus has socials first and comps at the end, other has careers and comps, then 

socials. By understanding what the firms want to sponsor we can give them a prospectus that’s user 

friendly. 

Step 2: Engage! 

Engage with your city’s law society and networking events, go around and collect business cards – it’s a 

great way to find out about organisations and potential sponsors you may not have met otherwise. 

Engage with local business chamber or chamber of commerce. 

Don’t immediately ask for money. 

Send a physical prospectus and call to say they’re being sent. 

Newcastle – Sent it immediately before the return to work after NY break so that the mail was at the top 

of the list and the first thing they saw. 



Curtin – Do you include prices? 

- Monash – yes, even things they put out for free 

- MULSS – Because of the career and equity portfolio – they will give money to a specific officer in 

the portfolio, ie queer rep, and they can choose what to do with it. 

- UTS – Do include prices, but include packages, does sound quite rigid 

- FLSA – Include prices, also include what they originally sponsored last year and increase 

packages and savings 

- Wollongong – depends on unique situation – include prices, include what they’ve previously 

sponsored and offer discounts based on length of sponsorship 

- PM – Social media stats – like graph and post reach 

Step 3: Meetings 

Know who your’e meeting with – know your sponsor, research them, what do they like, what is their 

negotiation style, plan your strategy in advance 

Dress to impress – builds prestige 

Be there early 

Make small talk at the start – put any non-monetary items first on the agenda. 

Know how your LSA performed in the previous year against your sponsorship arrangement, and know 

that if you haven’t done much they may be unpleasant – nice to have a list of agreements with big green 

ticks next to it. 

Have a list of sponsorship arrangements for previous year and let them choose what they want. 

UTS – Being upfront about failures looks good, don’t feel like you’re on the back foot, as long as you can 

show how you won’t let it happen again. 

UQ – Half the sponsorship handover meeting is the previous committee handing over what they did 

well, what went wrong, then new committee say this is how we’re going to prevent that happening 

again. 

UNSW – Be assertive and know that you’re representing and know your value to the sponsor. 

Blackstone – Be prepared for worst case scenario before you go into the meeting, it can be very difficult 

to come back from something bad happening unless you’re prepared. 

PM – Sent prospectus to 50 law firms, got 3. Second year, small increase. Third year, got a call out of the 

blue and locked in a premium sponsor. Persistence is key. 

PM – At RMIT we send out prospectus at start of year and then we advertise again when careers guide is 

being put together - special price for half page ad. 



UTS – There’s always the chance that someone missed your email, be persistent. 

Sponsorship Packages – Do people package? How is that working for you? 

FLSA – We do tiers of package, and tiered additional benefits – additional benefits for platinum sponsor 

over a gold or silver sponsor. 

UTS – Don’t have tiered sponsorship to avoid poor reception or the perception that a sponsor isn’t 

valued. 

UNSW – Sponsors were competing with each other, if one has a certain tier the other will match it. 

MULS – That happened to us too- we had one platinum sponsor, priority was given to them – it’s 

incentive to increase their sponsorship. 

PM – Use each tier as an item that I’m selling – Create in between space by offering extra buy ins, use 

tiers flexibly with items. 

UQ – We break ours into categories and add ons – difficult to hear “I want to be bronze but I want these 

extras”. 

Step 4 – Give them a timeline OR ask them what their timeline is – when they’re going to come back to 

you with a response. 

Have a catchy statement that you can use throughout all the meetings. 

Step 5 – Post meeting 

Send a lovely follow up email thanking for their time and noting that you’re excited about pursuing a 

relationship. 

Respond in a maximum of 48 hours – even if you can’t meet the request straight away, at least 

acknowledge you have seen it and give an expected timeframe to when you will answer. 

JUST DON’T BE LAZY WITH YOUR COMMUNICATIONS 

Contact every night to let them know what your LSA has achieved relative to their sponsorship 

obligations 

Vidi – What’s the success rate for sending prospectuses? 

AP – What’s the retention rate? 

- Generally 100% or very high 

- Cost of sending out prospectuses is paid for essentially when one sponsor gets on board 

Monash – We don’t send out prospectuses because they cost a lot to print. 



PM – Great idea to carry a copy of the prospectus and a copy of the latest publication at all times *just 

in case* you get a sponsorship call – it seems silly, but it’s happened more than once! 

Conclusion – environment for financial sponsorship is lessening – how to set you apart – in kind (non-

financial arrangements) consider. I’d encourage you to jump on the website of the LSS/LSAs around you 

– ask the other LSAs what they get. Sometimes they may tell you but usually don’t share information – 

you’ll never know if you don’t ask! 

 


